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Thank you AWP…We Love the AT &
Beauty white Spa!

Enjoy Our 1 night stay…
Mrs. Erin Govrik, his
husband & their two
cute children stay in our
hotel for 1 night, they are
from St. Paul Minnesota.
Even though they stay in
AWP for a very short
period of time they still
enjoy every single minute
in our hotel. They swim in
our big swimming pool
& enjoy the food we
serve in our restaurant…

We are Home again….

Best of friends from Moscow Ivan
Shestakov,Andrey Evstafiev,Vitality
Prosttko & Oleg Kuzmichev. Booked
thru Fish N’Fins & stay in AWP from
11/15 To 11/18. They said all staff are
very friendly & nice. They really enjoy
their stay. They went to diving for 1
week & booked again 11/25 & they
said they are home again.

Sisters Ms Setsuko Hoashi
& Ms Yuko Nagai
From Japan enjoy IACE
benefits of our hotel as
they book thru Belau tour.
它是一間有南洋風格
They truly love our set of
的渡假飯店,
採用 tea & the beauty
afternoon
大量木頭建築設計,
white spa massage.

很溫馨!

Historical Design….

Thank you AWP…This are
the words coming from
this two ladies from Japan,
They are best friends but
they treat each other like a
real sisters. They also enjoy
our complimentary AT &
feel relax on our beauty
white spa massage.

Father & Daughter Bonding
moments at AWP

Mr. Rajneesh Kumar with
his Taiwanese girlfriend Ms
Yang Shu Shia stay in R107.
Mr. Kumar is from India but
can speak mandarin very
well, He said he study it for
1 year.
He like our historical design Mr. Christopher Bartnik with
her daughter enjoy their 4
in the lobby.
nights stay in AWP. Originally
from Indiana but they lived
now in Guam. They love the
jelly fish lake & Rock Island
tours. The father also love to
be with her daughter & play
in our big water slide.

